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There is a tendency among Chadic scholars to derive modern Hausa words from 
much fuller ancestral forms, often reconstructed with three root consonants.1 Hausa 
words that now contain three consonants are viewed as having retained the earlier 
form, whereas shorter words are presumed to have developed by natural historical 
processes of phonological decay. Implicit in such reconstructions is the notion that 
historically earlier forms should be fuller than modern forms since the "obvious" 
direction of lexical change is from long/large forms to short/small ones. I would 
contend, on the other hand, that lexical change is far from being unidirectional. 
Rather, evidence from known cases shows that natural languages exhibit alternate 
phases of decay and growth, the direction of change shifting in a kind of pendular 
or cyclical fashion.2 What this means is that although words may get smaller over 
time, they also have a variety of phonological and morphological means of getting 
larger. 

In this paper, I shall illustrate how the two processes, decay and growth, have 
affected the historical development of the Hausa lexicon. Contrary to the prevailing 
view, which has focussed almost exclusively on mechanisms of decay and loss, it 
turns out that in recent historical times, growth has probably been the more 
significant tendency . 

1. There are three well-documented instances of phonological change and 
erosion in the history of Hausa. One of these is the loss of word-final nasals (Schuh 
1976), an apparently exceptionless rule which affected both /m/ and /n/, e.g. kadiia 

For example, in a list of eighteen items presented by Jungraithmayr (1989: 255-56), seventeen 
are reconstructed with three root consonants and one is reconstructed with two consonants. 
By contrast, only two of the presumed present-day Hausa reflexes of these forms have three 
consonants; ten are diconsonantal and six are monoconsonantal. (Whether these particular 
reconstructions are sound or whether they reflect a Semitic bias toward triliteralism is not an 
issue for the present paper, but see Newman (1984).) 

2 The idea of a linguistic cycle operating in the area of historical morphology and syntax has 
been discussed by Hodge (1970). Similarly, Matisoff (1989) has talked about swings of 
expansion and contraction in the phonological domain. 
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'crocodile' < *kadam; kuusilu 'rat' < *kuusum; guzaa 'Nile monitor' < *guzan; 

?ukil 'three' < *ukun.3 Another regular rule that resulted in consonantal loss was 
the change of non-initial *r to /y/ (Newman 1970). In intervocalic position the 
resulting /y / remained visible, e.g. wuyaa 'neck' < *wura. In syllable-final position, 
on the other hand, the /y/ became part of an /ai/ diphthong or fused completely 
into a long /ii/, e.g. mai 'oil' < *mar; kwii6ii 'side of body' < *kui6i < *kur6i; kiifii 

'fish' < *kirfi. Syllable-final consonant weakening (in this case, the weaking of labial 
and velar obstruents to ju/ (or /w/), followed by surface loss due to vocalic 
incorporation, is also evident in the changes now commonly referred to as 
"Klingenheben's laws" (Klingenheben 1927 /28), e.g. 6aunaa 'buffalo' < *6akna; 
zuuciyaa 'heart' < *zukti; juujii 'rubbish heap' < *zibzi. 

2. Unlike the processes of erosion, weakening, and loss, just illustrated, the 
processes of word growth in Hausa have mostly been morphological rather than 
phonological. They have thus tended to be lexically specific rather than general 
Neogrammarian-type changes, a fact that in no way lessens their importance for an 
account of the history of the language. 

2.1. One means by which verbal stems have been enlarged has been by the 
addition of suffixes that have since lost their originally independent morphological 
status. Three of the most common among the half a dozen or so of these frozen 
suffixes are -ka(a), -ya(a), and -na(a) (see Lemeshko 1967, Jungraithmayr 1970).4 

Examples include wankaa 'wash'; farkaa 'awaken' ( < *faa-ka); milsaayaa 'to 
exchange', shiryaa 'prepare'; laatunaa 'scrape out', binnaa 'bury' ( < *bis-na, cf. the 
verbal noun bisoo). Note that the existence in Hausa of numerous verbs that now 
contain three root consonants has absolutely nothing to do with an original 

3 The starred items represent the historically preceding forms from which the present-day 
Hausa words were derived. These earlier forms can sometimes, but not always, be traced back 
to Proto-Chadic (PC) reconstructions (see Newman 1977). In the Hausa examples, long 
vowels are indicated by double letters; low and falling tone are indicated by a and 11, 
respectively, and high tone is left unmarked. The hook letters 5 and a are 
glottalized/implosive stops, whereas!( and the digraph ts are glottalized/ejective sounds. The 
symbol r represents a roll or trill (often derived historically from a syllable-final coronal 
obstruent), which contrasts with the apical flap r. In Proto-Chadic citations, schwa (3) stands 
for a high vowel of unknown quality. 

4 The final vowel of Hausa verbs is often determined grammatically rather than lexically and 
thus can be ignored for our purposes here. 
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Afroasiatic/Semitic pattern, but rather is due to historically recent language internal 
developments.5 

Hausa has a suffix -ta(a) which is employed productively to form verbs from 
nouns. In some instances the nominal form has been lost (or essentially lost), so 
that the -ta(a) has become an unanalyzable part of the verb stem, e.g. mayaata 

'become impoverished' (cf. Proto-Chadic (PC) *maya 'hunger'), laalaataa 'spoil, go 
bad' (cf. the obscure noun laalaa 'slothfulness'), mantaa 'forget' (cf. PC *mana 

'forget'). 
2.2. Many of the phonologically large verbs in Hausa are semantically 

bleached "pluractionals",6 i.e. frozen reduplicated forms of originally simple, often 

di consonantal/ disyllabic, roots. Some of these verbs exhibit prefixal Caa- or suffixal 
-aaCV reduplication, neither of which functions synchronically as an active 
morphological process, e.g. faafaraa 'drive away' ( < *fari), waawashee 'scramble 
for'; malaala 'spread out (of liquid)', zuraara 'slide down', sad'aacf aa 'stalk 
someone/something'. Others reflect an originally two-syllable suffixal reduplication 
pattern that still exists in Hausa as a productive process (Frajzyngier 1965, Newman 
1989), e.g. babbakaa 'grill' ( < *bak-baka, cf. PC *bab), sansanaa 'smell', 
tukukkU6ee 'become worn out', kacancanaa 'divide into pieces'. (Compare the 
synchronic pluractional pairs dakaa/daddakaa 'pound', girma/gi.rirrima 'grow 
big/important', tafasa/tafarfasa 'boil'.) 

2.3. Many nouns in Hausa are also frozen reduplicated forms (Gouffe 
1975), although here the original function of the reduplication is far from evident: 
maariirii 'white oryx' ( = warwaajii < *waz-waazii); buuzuuzuu 'dung beetle', 
famfamii 'wooden trumpet', dindimii 'night blindness', zazza6ii 'fever', duddumu 

'small stream'. In some words the reduplicative process is not evident because of a 
synchronically non-existent rule replacing a syllable final coronal consonant by /n/ 
(see Newman 1986), thereby attesting to the antiquity of the morphological fusion, 
e.g. kwankwasoo ( < *kwas-kwasoo) 'lumbar region', jinjirii 'baby', gwangwalaa 

'midrib of raffia-palm branch'. With one group of frozen reduplicatives, 
characterized by a fixed high-high-low tone pattern and final -ee, the original 
meaning of dual or paired objects can still be ascertained, although some examples 

In this connection it is interesting to contrast Jungraithmayr's recent (1989) penchant for 
triliteral reconstructions with his former (clearly correct) statement that "It is highly probable 
that the majority of the roots of Early or Proto-Hausa were of a CVC or CV type" 
(Jungraithmayr 1970: 84). 

6 See Newman (1990) for an extensive treatment of "pluractionals" (; "intensives") from a 
comparative Chadic perspective. 
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semantically do not fit, e.g. fiffikee ( < *fik-fikee) 'wing'; zuzzugee 'bellows'; gtfgijee 

( < *giz-gizee) 'cloud'; gungumee 'log'. 
2.4. Nominal compounding is extremely common in Hausa (Galadanci 

1972). Normally, compounds can easily be recognized as compounds and behave 
morphosyntactically as such. In some cases, however, the compound nature of the 
word has been, or is in the process of being, lost, with the result that a 
phonologically large, synchronically monomorphemic new word has been created. 
Take, for example, the word jaagoora 'guide', which, like many simple nouns, can 
be altered into a verb using the derivational suffix -(n)taa, e.g. jaagoorantaa 'to 
guide'. Etymologically, this is not a simple triconsonantal stem, but rather a 
compound composed of the verb jaa 'pull' plus the noun gooraa 'cane staff' .7 Other 
examples of frozen compounds include the following: rigaakafi 'prevention' < rigaa 

kafii 'precede the stockade'; shuugabaa 'leader' < shig(a) gaba 'enter in front', 
garwaa 'a (usually 4 gallon) kerosene can' < gaa ruwaa 'Here is water!'; Kyiluyaa 
'indolence' < ki wuyaa 'hate trouble'; jinkai 'pity, mercy' < ji-n-kai 

'feeling-of-mercy'; d'an?uwaa 'brother' < cfa-n-?uwaa 'son-of-mother'. 
2.5. An unproductive suffix -koo (tone variable) is found on a small number 

of nouns derived from verb roots, e.g. tarkoo 'a trap' < taree 'catch, trap'; baikoo 

'gift' < ba(i) 'give'; fiikoo 'superiority' < ft 'exceed'; mankoo 'forgetful' < mantaa 

'forget'; daariiriikao 'joy of several people' < daaraa 'to laugh'. Four words exhibit 
a double suffix composed of -ma- plus -koo: maimakoo 'a substitute' < mayaa 'to 
replace'; saakamakoo 'recompense' < saakaa 'to pay back (good for good or evil 
for evil)'; sammakoo 'an early morning start' < ?;8 taimakoo 'assistance' < tayaa 

'assist'.9 

2.6. Another unproductive suffix of limited occurrence, and of unknown 
meaning and function, is -naa, e.g. 6arnaa 'damage' < 6ata 'to spoil'; kaunaa 'love' 

7 This compound has a cultural explanation: in Hausaland a blind person's guide (the original 
meaning of jdagoord) often carries a cane which the blind person holds on to. The term has 
now become generalized semantically to include any kind of guide, whether a person or a 
thing. 

8 The etymology of this word is uncertain, although it must be related in some way to the 
noun sdbkee 'going after guinea-fowl in the early morning before they have left their 
roosting places'. 

9 There is also a verb tdimakda, whose meaning more closely matches the noun tdimakoo than 
does the original verb form tayda. My guess is that tdimakda is a kind of back formation or 
re-creation from the verbo-nominal tdimakoo; but this is not certain. 
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< kawaa 'girl's female friend'; juunaa 'each other' < jikii 'body'; suunaa 'name', cf. 

PC *sum;10 gallaa ( < *gal-naa ?) 'a stingless bee'; raanaa ( < *raa-naa ?) 'sun'. 

2.7. As part of its Afroasiatic inheritance, Hausa makes use of a prefix ma
to form agentive, locative, and instrumental nouns. Some of these formations, 

especially feminine agentives, have become lexically fixed, phonologically expanded 
words, e.g. macfaaciyaa 'gall-bladder', < cfaacii 'bitter'; majinaaciyaa 'vein, artery' 

< jinii 'blood'; masookiyaa 'spasm' < sookaa 'stab, prick'; madoobiyaa 'African 
rosewood tree' < ?; murfii ( < *marufii) 'cover, stopper' < rufee 'close, cover'; 

maciijii 'snake' < ciizaa 'bite'. This last word provides a good example of how an 

originally derivational form can acquire independent lexical status. Although maciijii 
looks like a straightforward agentive word meaning 'the biter', there are two things 

wrong synchronically. First, snakes in Hausa 'slash' (saaree) rather than bite. 

Second, the plural of maciijii is maciizai, a common plural formation for simple 

polysyllabic nouns, but not the regular formation used with derived agentives, cf. 

manoomii/manoomaa 'farmer /farmers'. 

2.8. Many feminine words in Hausa historically added an ending -(i)yaa or 
-(u)waa by means of a process of "overt characterization" (Newman 1979). Since the 
suffix is now frozen and carries no grammatical or semantic information, it appears 

synchronically in most cases as an indistinguishable part of the noun stem. Because 
the historical process was so general, literally hundreds of feminine nouns now 

appear with extra, non-etymological phonological material, e.g. cinyaa 'thigh', 

yunwaa 'hunger', gl1ryaa 'cotton-seed food', lalrwaa 'spirit, soul', wutsiyaa 'tail', 

tsakuwaa 'gravel'; gl1r6iyaa 'rich soup'; shaamuwaa 'stork'; ceeaiyaa 'fig tree'; 

beeguwaa 'porcupine'. 

2.9. There has been an ongoing drift in Hausa for plurals of nouns to be 

reinterpreted grammatically as singulars. These words control singular concord and 

have their own corresponding plural forms, e.g. ?itaacee ( = NW Hausa ?icee) pl. 
?itaatuwaa. In most cases, these erstwhile plurals did not add suffixal consonants; 

but because of vowel insertions, gemination, and reduplication, they tend to be 
phonologically larger words than the original lexical roots. In some cases, the 

interpretation of the word as coming from a plural is based simply on its being 

morphologically plural in form; in other cases, the presumed original singular form 

10 The word smmaa cannot have come directly from *s11m11aa by weakening of the syllable final 
/m/ since the /11 > 11 change is only found in some dialects (cf. Standard Hausa zau11da with 
NW Hausa zam11da 'to sit') while suwiaa is found in all dialects. As suggested by Schuh 
(1976), the loss of the /111/ must have occurred in word final position before the suffix was 
added, i.e. *sum > •su(u) > sim-naa. 
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is more directly attested. For example, tsummaa 'rag', sh&idaa 'pit latrine', and 
cassaa 'bow leggedness' exhibit the common plural formation with a geminate 
second consonant and a falling-high tone melody (cf. suurii, pl. surraa 'large termite 
hill'). The following singulars also exhibit phonological patterns characteristic of 
plurals: tattaasai 'red pepper( s )'' kilaakilai 'longtail starlet'' caccaakai 'ankle rattle'' 
kaaraukii 'slender post', galambii 'pliable rope', sambaanii 'metal clappers', 
taakalmii (pl. taakalmaa) 'shoe(s)'.11 Finally, there are a number of synchronic 
singular nouns with the characteristic plural pattern of all high tone, medial long 
/oo/, and word-final -ii: zaboorii ( < *zabre) 'string(s) at top of bucket', kam6oorii 

'egg-shell', 6angoorii 'a chip', karoofti 'dye pit', hakoorii (pl. hakOoraa) 'tooth' < 
*hakre, which, because of Klingenheben's law, now appears as hauree, normally 
with the meaning 'elephant tusk'. 

2.10. In addition to the above morphological additions, Hausa also 
experienced an important growth process of a strictly phonological nature, namely 
the insertion of glottal stop and /h/ in word initial position (Newman 1976). Unlike 
the present-day language, Old Hausa (or pre-Hausa) did allow vowel-initial words. 
Subsequently the language underwent a change whereby all words required a 
consonantal attack, the new onset in the case of the originally vowel-initial words 
being provided by /h/ or /? /, neither of which had previously been part of the 
Hausa phonological inventory. (Roughly speaking /h/ was added if the root already 
contained a glottalized consonant, /? / elsewhere.)u The result of the change was 
the addition of two new phonemes to the language and the appearance in lexical 
items of a non-etymological extra consonant, e.g. ?abu 'thing' < *abu; ?amsaa 

'receive' < *amsi; ?idoo 'eye' < *ido; ha6aa 'chin' < *a6a; hakaa 'dig' < *aka. 

When one combines the phonologically inserted initial consonant with a 
morphological suffix, the result is often a synchronically triliteral form derived 
historically from a monoconsonantal root, e.g. hadlyee 'swallow' < *ad'i ; ?ajiyaa 

'put aside' < *azi ; ?itaacee 'wood, tree' < *ite; ?aduwaa 'date palm' < *ado; 

?awnaa 'weight' < *awa. Examples such as these provide striking evidence of the 
potential for growth in lexical form that runs counter to the drift toward 
phonological erosion. 

11 In NW dialects tiiakiilmii is still a plural, the singular being taakalmee. 

12 With body-part terms, on the other hand, /lz/ seems to have been favored regardless of the 
nature of the root consonants, suggesting a possible convergence of morphological and 
phonological factors (cf. Leslau 1962). 
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3. The interaction of the two directions of change leads to many examples 
where etyma are not necessarily larger or smaller than their proto-forms but are 
phonologically different. The di consonantal verb shuukaa, for example, derives from 
a diconsonantal root *sip-. The /k/ in the word derives from the frozen suffix -ka. 
The original /p/ changed into /u/ by Klingenheben's law, the resulting /iu/ 
diphthong subsequently simplifying to /uu/. Thus it turns out that the C2 that is 
visible is etymologically not part of the word whereas the C2 that etymologically 
belonged to the word is invisible.13 Interestingly, although the word underwent 
significant changes, it ended up essentially the same size as when it started.14 

Similarly, the triconsonantal form zuuciyaa 'heart' historically derives from a 
triconsonantal root (*zukti), but the consonants do not exactly match. The original 

form lost its /k/ by Klingenheben's law and the modern word acquired /y/ as part 
of the feminative suffix. The word gwiiwaa 'knee', which presumably derives from 
an earlier form *gurum, provides another instructive derivation. Phonological decay 
affected the final nasal, which was deleted, and the * /r/, which changed into /y/, 
giving an intermediate form *guyu. Phonological growth leading to *guiwaa was a 
consequence of overt gender characterization of the historically feminine noun. A 
final adjustment affecting the /ui/ diphthong produced the present-day form 
gwiiwaa. The last example is the word ?inuwaa 'shade', which, appearances 
notwithstanding, is a reflex of an earlier form *rino. The derivation is as follows: 
*rino > *nino (anticipatory assimilation) > *ninuwaa (addition of waa by overt 
gender characterization) > i;inuwaa (replacement of the syllable ni by a syllabic i;i) 

> *inuwaa (vocalization of the syllabic I'!- to /i/) > ?inuwaa (addition of the 
prothetic glottal stop). The exact details and sequences of the changes may be 
different from that just outlined, but the fact remains that we now have a 
triconsonantal word that is historically derived from an earlier word with two 
consonants, only one of which is preserved in the present-day form. 

4. In this paper I have demonstrated the means by which Hausa words have 
acquired new phonological material, resulting in many cases in lexical items that are 
now larger than the words from which they historically derived. Historical studies 
of Hausa in a Chadic/ Afroasiatic context must of course take into account the 

13 Such words clearly present a trap for the unwary linguist doing long range comparisons 
without a detailed knowledge of the history of Hausa. 

14 The main difference is that the. original vowel /i/ was probably short whereas the current 
/uu/ is long. 
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established sound laws that have resulted in phonological loss and decay; but it is 
equally important to recognize the prevalence of the growth mechanisms that have 

operated so extensively. Decay and growth are two equally common, equally 

important aspects of lexical change. The historical developments outlined above for 

Hausa provide ample evidence of this fundamental linguistic fact. 
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